Wahl's Bravura Lithium combines the power and durability of lithium ion battery innovation with the adjustable ‘5 in 1’ blade to give professionals everything they need in a lightweight, cordless clipper.

The Bravura’s rechargeable lithium ion battery has a 90 minute cordless run time and will operate at full power until the battery is completely depleted. Recharge in 60 minutes or simply plug the cord in and continue to clip.

Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in your hand, the Bravura is lightweight to prevent wrist fatigue and the grip surface provides control without sacrificing comfort.

Featuring Wahl's signature ‘5 in 1’ blade, enjoy the convenience of having five blade sizes in one easy-to-adjust blade.

Features & Benefits:
• Constant Speed Control automatically delivers more power and torque in tough areas
• Lithium Ion battery provides 90 minutes of cordless run time
• Cord/cordless capable for all day use
• Lightweight at 8.8 oz.
• ‘5 in 1’ blade easily adjusts between sizes #9, #10, #15, #30, and #40

Ideal For:
• Feet, face, and finish work on all dog breeds
• Light body clipping on small and medium dog breeds
• Cat grooming
• Trimming of horses’ bride path, ears, muzzle, and fetlocks
• Trimming and show cuts for goats, pigs, and cattle
Professional Cord/Cordless Lithium Ion Clipper

'5 in 1' Fine Blade Set (#9, #10, #15, #30, & #40)
Soft Storage Case
Charge Stand & Charger
6 Plastic Attachment Guide Combs
Cleaning Brush, Blade Oil, and Instruction Book

KIT CONTENTS

SPECIFICATIONS

Cord/Battery .......... Cord/Cordless
Speeds ................. 1 Speed
SPM/RPM ............... Up to 5,500
Motor ................... Rotary
Pack Style ............. Window Box
Case Pack ............... 4
Manufactured .......... Hungary
Blade Manufactured ... Germany

Size (H x W x D) inches
Unit ........ 7" x 1.69" x 1.44"
Pack ...... 10" x 6.25" x 4.5"
Case ....... 10.75" x 10" x 13"

Weight (oz. / lbs.)
Unit .............. 8.8 oz.
Pack ................ 2 lbs.
Case .............. 8.5 lbs.

Model #...41870-0419
Color .............. Berry
UPC . .043917100425
SCC . .043917100422

Model #...41870-0423
Color .............. Purple
UPC . .043917418902
SCC . .043917418909

Model #...41870-0424
Color .............. Pink
UPC . .043917418919
SCC . .043917418916

Model #...41870-0425
Color .............. Gunmetal
UPC . .043917418926
SCC . .043917418923

Model #...41870-0438
Color .............. Turquoise
UPC . .043917100418
SCC . .043917100415
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